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How Do I Decide
Where To Get My
Car Repaired?
You never know when your trusty car will fail
you. That’s why the best time to look for an
auto repair facility is before you need one.
Taking time to shop around is smart for you
and your car.

These rights are required to be posted in a
prominent place in all repair facilities as a
reminder to you.

If your car is still under warranty, check with
the manufacturer to see if there are special
requirements before you have repairs done.

What To Do When
You’ve Decided On
A Facility.

If your car is no longer under warranty, do
your homework and find a facility that will suit
your needs.
The best referrals come from family and
friends who have had positive experiences
with a repair facility. You can also check with
your local Better Business Bureau (BBB) and
the American Automobile Association (AAA)
to see what kind of consumer record the
facility has. Finally, don’t hesitate to ask for
references from the facility itself.

What Are My Rights
When Dealing With A
Car Repair Facility?
Before you arrange to have any work
performed, know your rights. Washington
law requires auto repair facilities to act
appropriately and provide you with certain
kinds of information. (RCW 46.71).
By law you are entitled to:
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• If your vehicle is left with a repair
facility without face-to-face contact
between you and the facility, the facility
must obtain your authorization orally or in
writing before beginning work.

Once you’ve found a facility you like,
remember that only the work you authorized
can be performed and make sure to keep all
written records of the transaction.
Before having repair work done:
• Find out whether the parts or service
needed are covered by an existing warranty.
If they are, make sure the repair facility will
honor the warranties.
• If you need expensive or complicated
repairs consider getting a second opinion.
• Find out whether there will be a fee to
find out what is wrong with your car.
• Get an estimate for both parts and
labor needed for the fix. If it seems too
high, ask for an explanation or consider
getting a second opinion.
Once you authorize the repair in accordance
with the estimate, you are required to pay for
the cost of the repair before taking your car.

• A written estimate for repairs that will
cost more than $100, unless you waive that
right or give permission to proceed with the
repairs over the phone or in writing.

What To Do If You’re
Not Satisfied With
The Repair.

• Return or inspection of all replaced
parts. You must make this request before
they do the work.

Although most repair facilities will provide a
good experience for their customers, there are
some where problems may arise even if you’ve
done your homework.

• Approve orally or in writing any repairs
that increase the original estimated cost,
before taxes, by more than ten percent.
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Here are some tips to consider if you find yourself
having problems with the repair facility:
• The repairs you authorized didn’t fix your car. Before you
blame the facility for the problem, consider whether you
authorized the needed repairs or tried to get by with the
minimum. All too often we gamble on the cheap fix and
it fails.
• If you authorized and received repairs as recommended
but still are not happy - find out if the facility offers
a warranty. Discuss the situation with the owner/
manager and determine where the problem lies:
miscommunication, poor workmanship, faulty diagnosis
or defective parts.
• Once you’ve identified the problem, address it. Don’t
become the problem. Get organized and be prepared
to negotiate.

What Kinds Of Things Are
Considered Violations Of
The Law
A violation of the auto repair law is also a violation of the
Consumer Protection Act (RCW 19.86). This means a
consumer who is harmed may recover up to three times the
amount of damages (up to $10,000) in a successful court
action.
Under the law, the following specific actions are
unfair, misleading or unlawful:
• False, deceptive or misleading advertising.
• Misstating the estimated price for a specific repair
(“low balling”).
• Keeping a customer’s payment for parts not delivered or
installed or for repairs not performed.
• Using a customer’s vehicle for purposes not related to
repair or diagnosis without their permission.
• Keeping payments from the customer and the warranty
provider for the same covered part or labor.
• Failing to post required notice of rights sign.
• Failing to materially comply with the written
estimate law.
• Failing to retain invoices and/or estimates for one year.

• Charging the customer for “unnecessary” repairs. For
purposes of the law, “unnecessary repairs” means those
where the repair shop represented the repair as needed
(as opposed to merely recommended) but for which
there is no reasonable basis for performing the service.
A reasonable basis for a necessary repair includes,
but is not limited to:
(a) That the repair service is consistent with specifications
established by law or the manufacturer of the motor
vehicle, component, or part;
(b) That the repair is in accordance with accepted industry
standards; or
(c) That the repair was performed at the specific request of
the customer

Where Else Can You Go
For Help?
If you still need help there are additional resources
for assistance.
They include:
• Contact the Consumer Resource Center in the Office of
the Attorney General at 800-551-4636 (www.atg.wa.gov/
consumer) or your local Better Business Bureau (BBB).
• Determine whether the owner of the facility will agree
to resolve the dispute through a mediation or arbitration
center.
• Consider taking the case on your own to a small
claims court or talk to an attorney for further options.

• Failing to give a customer a copy of any document they
signed upon request.

For more information, visit our web site at www.atg.wa.gov/consumer or call 1-800-551-4636
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